
9-INCH QUAD MOBILE MONITOR
WITH VIDEO RECORDING FUNCTION

CV-ML098 / CV-ML090C4 Series, 9-inch mobile monitor is played an important role allowed 
users able to see the images clearly that taking every shots from each camera for different angle 
of views, as well as support around view in fleet management system, compatible to join 
different systems ( PAL / NTSC / AHD ), but also combined multiple functions such as data / video 
storage, GPS locating, G-Sensor for event trigger, or restored video playback direct from the 
screen operate after recording and etc.

MAIN FEATURES

‧4 / 8 HD ( AHD / TVi ) camera inputs and digital video input

‧Support 2 SD cards with H.264 video recording

‧Full / Dual / Triple / Quad / 5~8 split display

‧G-Sensor & GPS ( CV-ML098S )

‧Trigger management

CARAVISION SET TO LAUNCH MULTI-FUNCTIONING MONITOR

❖ Mobile DVR and monitor 2-in-1,easily watch back your recorded footage straight from the monitor
❖ Up to 4 / 8 HD cameras can be connected with up to 8 simultaneous views
❖ Designed with a matte surface finish and front-mounted capacitive keypad improves durability
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‧Auto - control monitor's luminance by ambient light sensor

‧Storage : 256GB x 2 SDXC

‧Support media player software - MRPlayer

‧Recommended SD class 10 32G or above

‧2 RCA & 8 Pin Mini-din aviation type connectors with screw lock

With more than 30 years of video technology support from our parent company HI-SHARP in the security and 

surveillance field, Caravision focuses on the research and development of in-vehicle security and surveillance 

equipment, with a full range of products developed and manufactured in Taiwan.

Our products for large commercial vehicles is particularly impressive, and Caravision has flexibly constructed a line 

of automotive video products, providing various AI intelligent video identification technology, advanced driver 

assistance system ( ADAS ), driving vision assistance system integration and fleet management services.

For more information and product details, please visit www.caravis ion.com.tw

334012 No.673, Changxing Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City, Taiwan ( R.O.C.)
TEL. +886-3-365-1895
FAX. +886-3-365-8119
sales@caravision.com.tw
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H 191.9mm

D 43mm

W 271.6mm

9 inch

Dual card slots
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Plastic sunshade for
effectively eliminate glare
and flying dust


